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Fusing 137-8
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aborigines 329, 330
Atayal people 135-6, 148
festivals 20, 36, 174, 304
food 345-6
Indigenous People’s Cultural Park 265
Shung Ye Museum of Formosan Aborigines 60-1
Yami people 301-3, 305
accommodation 364-6, see also
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language 382
activities 16, 19, 20, see also
individual activities
air fares 373
air travel 373, 374
airlines 373, 374
airports 373
Alishan Forest Recreation Area 205-9
Alishan Forest Train 206
Alishan National Scenic Area 202-10
Altar of Heaven 236
A-mei 332
animals 18, 115, 201-2, 303, 356-7,
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Anping 236-7
Antung (Antong) Hot Springs 180
Aogu Wetlands 244
Aowanda National Forest Recreation Area 226, 228
aquariums
Hualien Ocean Park 171
Penghu Aquarium 298
architecture
Confucius Temple (Taipei) 50-1
Core Pacific City 55
Danshui 97
Dihua Market 51
National Museum of Taiwanese Literature 235-6
Red Pavilion Theatre 41, 45
Taipei 101 building 54, 324
temples 339-43
World Games Main Stadium 251
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Museum of Contemporary Art 51
Museum of Jade Art 55
Taipei Children’s Art Museum 62-3
temples 339-43
Tittot Glass Art Museum 102
August 23rd Artillery War 282,
322, 323
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Baci Observation Tower 172
Baiyang Waterfall 168
Bali 101
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Bao-an Temple 53
bathrooms 371
beaches 16, 11
Aimen Beach 299
Baishawan Beach 124
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Chihli Beach 299
Chipei Sand Tail 301
Fulong Beach 131-2
Jici (Chichi) Beach 172
Kaohsiung City 250-1
Kenting Beach 267
Little Liuchiu Island 263
Shanshuei Beach 299
Shanyuan Beach 175
Taipai 189
Tanghoo Beach 289
Turtle Island Beach 290
Yenliao 131
Beidawushan 265-6
Beigan 288-90, 289
Beipu 149-50
Beishan 280
Beitou 91-4, 93
biodiversity 355
birds 356-7
birdwatching 18, 20, 212-13
Aogu Wetlands 244
Aowanda National Forest Recreation Area 228
Baguashan 212
Black-Faced Spoonbill Reserve 243
Dasyueshan Forest Recreation Area 202
Kenting National Park 267-8
Kinmen 284
Lanyu 303
Nangan 287
Taipei 64
Wulai 114
Yangmingshan National Park 95
Yushan National Park 195-6
Bitan 102-3
Bitan Park 102
Bitou Cape 130
Black-Faced Spoonbill Reserve 243
boat travel 310, 373, 374
boat trips
Sun Moon Lake 218
Taijiang National Park 242-3
books
hiking 30
history 325, 327
Botanical Gardens (Taipei) 49-50, see
also parks & gardens
Breast Touching Lane 215-16
Buddha Hand Cave 126
Buddhism 150, 165, 221-2, 256,
335-6, 340
budget 14
Burning of the Wang Yeh Boats 260-2
bus travel 374, 376
business hours 366
butterflies 18, 20, 357, 9
Datsunshan 96
Lanyu 303
Maolin Recreation Area 259
Matus 287
Meinong 256
Yunlin County 212-13
Yushan National Park 195-6
bwah bwah (oracle blocks) 53, 232, 338
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Cantonese food 346
Caoling 227
Caoling (Tsaoling) Historic Trail 132-3
car travel 15, 374-6
Carol Young Clayart Workshop 63
emergencies 15
language 383-4
environmental hazards 379-80
environmental issues 351-3, 357-8
Ershawan Fort 126-7
Ershui 224-5
Eternal Golden Castle 237
Eternal Spring Shrine 167
etiquette 313
eating 347
temples 339
Yami people 305
European colonisation 316
events, see festivals & events
exchange rates 15
F
Fairy Pitta 213
farming, organic 352
fax services 370
Fengshan 210
Fengtian Temple 207
Fenqihu 209
Fenqihu-Rueili Historic Trail 209
festivals & events 19-20
aboriginal festivals 174
Annual Across the Lake Swim 220
Bombing Master Handan 185
Burning of the Wang Yeh Boats 260-2
Cherry Blossom Festival 208
Dragon Boat Festival 20
Flying Fish Festival 304
Ghost Festival 127
Hohaiyan Music Festival 132
International Container Arts Festival 252
Lantern Festival (Pingxi) 19, 118, 11
Matsu Pilgrimage 19, 200-1, 11
Pigs of God Festival 122
religious 337
Spring Scream 269
Tao Tribe Annual Harvest Festival 220
Welcoming the City God Festival 19
Yenshui Fireworks Festival 243
film 312
Fine Arts Museum 51
flowers 19, 182
Foguangshan (Kaohsiung) 256
Foguangshan Temple (Keelung) 127
Folk Arts Museum 215
folk medicine 380
folk religion 336-8
food 18, 344-7, 11, 12
aboriginal 345-6
coffin cake 347
courses 76
Cantonese 346
Danshi street food 100
dim sum 346
east coast cuisine 162
Fujianese 346
Hakka 345
itineraries 49
language 383
shrimp 107
Sichuanese 346
stinky tofu 345
Taipei food courts 72
Taiwan Nougat Museum 107
forest recreation areas, see national parks & forest recreation areas
Formosa Fun Coast 101
Formosan Aboriginal Cultural Village 218
forts
Anping Fort 236
Chihkan Towers 234
Ershawan Fort 126-7
Eternal Golden Castle 237
Fort San Domingo 98-9
Huwei Fort 99
Iron Fort 285
West Fortress 298
Fuguei Cape 124
Fushan Temple 257-8
Fuxing, see Fusing
Fuyuan Forest Recreational Area 178
Fuyuan Forest Recreational Area 178
Fuxing, see Fusing
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gardens, see parks & gardens
galleries, see museums & galleries
geography 349-50
Ghost Festival 127
gods 337
Gold Ecological Park 129-30
gold mining 129
Golden Waterfall 130
government 312-13
gravestones 138
Green Island 306-10, 307
Green Island Human Rights Cultural Park 306-7
Guandu 101-2
Guandu Nature Park 102
Guandu Temple 101-2
Guangshan Temple 257-8
Guanshan, see Kuanshan
Guangan Forest Recreation Area 148-9
Guanziling (Kuanziling) 244-6
Guningtou War Museum 281-2
Guqifeng (Guqi Mountain) 145
H
Hakka food 345
Hakka people 145, 152, 155, 185, 256, 315, 328-9, 331
Han Chinese people 315, 328, 329
health 379-80
Hehuanshan (Hohuanshan) Forest Recreation Area 229
hepatitis 379
High Speed Rail (HSR) 377-8, 326
Highway 2 124-35
Highway 9 175-81
Highway 11 171-5
Highway 14 226-9
Highway 23 173
hiking 16, 20, 25-30
Alishan Forest Recreation Area 206, 208
Beidawushan 265
Bijia Shan 121
books 30
Caoling (Tsaoiing) Historic Trail 132-3
Chaishan Nature Reserve 251
Dabajianshan 149
Dasuyeshan Forest Recreation Area 199-201
Dongyanshan Forest Recreation Area 138-9
Fenqihu-Rueili Historic Trail 209
Green Island 308
Heshuan forest (Hohuanshan) Forest Recreation Area 229
high altitude trails 27-9
Huangdi Dian 121
Jianning Lake National Trail 183
Jingtong 117
Jin-Shui Ying Old Trail 266
Lanyu 303
Liyu Lake 177
low altitude trails 26-7
Maokong 105
Nanao 136
Nenggao (Neng-Gao/Nengkao) Cross-Island Trail 228
‘O’ Holy Ridge 144, 5
permits 28
Pinglin 119
Pingxi 117
safety 29
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Sanyi 155
Sheipa National Park 143-5, 5
Snow Mountain 144, 5
Sun Moon Lake 220
Taian 153
Taipei 64
Taipingshan National Forest Recreation Area 141
Taoyuan Valley Trail 132-3
Taroko National Park 166-8
tours 65-6, 376
Walami Trail 180-1, 9
Wulai 113-14
Wuliao Jian 123
Wuling Forest Recreation Area (Wuling Farm) 141
Wuling-Quadruple 144-5
Yangmingshan National Park 94-5, 94
Yushan National Park 193-5, 9

hip-hop 333
history 314-27
2-28 Incident 320
August 23rd Artillery War 282, 322, 323
books 325, 327
European colonisation 316
Japanese occupation 319-20
Kuomintang (KMT) 320-2
martial law 322-4
Ming Dynasty 316-17
Qing Dynasty 318
White Terror 322
WWII 319-20

hitching 376
Hoaiyan Music Festival 132
holidays 370
homestays 364
hot springs 16, 20, 33, 32, 12
Antung (Antong) Hot Springs 180
Beitou 91-2
Chaoyi Hot Springs 308
Chihpen Hot Springs 188
Dashan Hot Spring Spa 270
Dongpu (Tungpu) 196
East River Spa Garden 151
Guantuling 244-6
Huisun Forest Reserve 223
Jioujhihze Hot Springs 141
Jiufen 128-30
Jiufen Kite Museum 129
juices 348
Juili, see Rueili
Juming Museum 125
Jungjeng Park 127

Kaohsiung 246-56, 248, 252
accommodation 252-3
activities 251
drinking 254
food 253-4
MRT (Mass Rapid Transit) 376
sights 246-51
travel to/from 255
travel within 255-6
Kaohsiung Incident 323-4
Kaohsiung Museum of Fine Arts 251
Kaoliang liquor 348
Keelung (Jilong) 125-7, 126
Keelung Island 127
Kenting National Park 264, 266-71, 268
Ketagalan Culture Centre 92
Kincheng (Jincheng) 276-9, 278
Kinmen 274-84, 275
Little Kinmen 283-4
Wind Lions 281
Kite Museum 163
KMT (Kuomintang) 319, 320-2, 324, 326, 327
knives 280
Koxinga 276, 291, 317
shrines 283, 316
Kuanshan (Guanshan) 183-4
Kuanziling, see Guanziling
Kueishgan Island (Turtle Island) 134
Kuomintang, see KMT
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jade 55, 58
Japanese B encephalitis 379
Japanese occupation 319-20
Jhushan Village 281
Jiaming Lake National Trail 183
Jiang Family Heritage Village 247
Jiangguo Weekend Holiday Markets 85-6
jīnniàn (temple decoration) 341, 343
Jiaozi 134
Jici (Chi Chi) Beach 172
Jiji (Chi Chi) 225
Jiji Small Rail Line 224-6
Jilong, see Keelung
Jilongshan 128
Jincheng, see Kincheng
Jingtong 117
Jinguashi 128-30
Jinsha Village 287
Jin-Shui Ying Old Trail 266
Jinzun Recreation Area 173
Jioujhihze Hot Springs 141
Jiufen 128-30
Jiufen Kite Museum 129
juices 348
Juli, see Rueili
Juming Museum 125
Jungjeng Park 127
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accommodation 252-3
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travel to/from 255
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Kaohsiung Incident 323-4
Kaohsiung Museum of Fine Arts 251
Kaoliang liquor 348
Keelung (Jilong) 125-7, 126
Keelung Island 127
Kenting National Park 264, 266-71, 268
Ketagalan Culture Centre 92
Kincheng (Jincheng) 276-9, 278
Kinmen 274-84, 275
Kincheng (Jincheng) 276-9, 278
Little Kinmen 283-4
Wind Lions 281
Kite Museum 163
KMT (Kuomintang) 319, 320-2, 324, 326, 327
knives 280
Koxinga 276, 291, 317
shrines 283, 316
Kuanshan (Guanshan) 183-4
Kuanziling, see Guanziling
Kueishgan Island (Turtle Island) 134
Kuomintang, see KMT
Lady Linshui’s Temple 235
lakes
Emei Lake 151
Jiaming Lake 183
Lake Ci 282
Lake Ciufeng 141
Lake Tai 282
Liyu Lake 176-7
Lotus Pond 247-9
Sun Moon Lake 218-21, 219
Lalashan Forest Reserve 139
language 15, 381-7
courses 368-9
languages 14, 328-9
Lantern Festival (Makung) 295
Lantern Festival (Pingxi) 19, 118, 112
Lanyu 301-6, 302
Lee T eng-hui, President 324
left luggage 88
legal matters 369
lei cha (pounded tea) 155
lesbian travellers 82, 367
Lintianshan 177
Lisong Hot Spring 182-3
Litao 182
Little Kinmen 283-4
Little Liuchiu Island 262-4, 263
Living Museum 293, 295
Liyu Lake 176-7
Longdong 130
Longshan Temple (Danshui) 98
Longshan Temple (Lukang) 215, 6
Longshan Temple (Taipei) 48
Lochan (Luoshan) Scenic Area 181
Lotus Pond (Kaohsiung) 247-9, 252
Lower Baling 139
Luchang Village 152
Luermen Matsu Temple 245
Lukang (Lugang) 214-18, 216
Luoshan Waterfall 181
Luye 184

Ma Ying-jeou, President 326-7
Maestro Wu 280
macaques 144, 188, 224, 251, 356
magazines 88, 365
Maitreya Buddha Statue 151
Ma-Kou Ecological Park 140
Makung (Magong) 293-7, 294
mammals 356
Mandarin 14, 15, 328, see also
language

Manyueyuan Forest Recreation Area 123
Maokong 103-7, 104
Maolin Recreation Area 259
maps 369
marine life 357
markets 11, 12
Dihua Market 51
Jianguo Weekend Holiday Markets 85-6
Liuhe Night Market 254
night markets 17, 74, 346, 11
organic markets 78
Raohe St Market 55
Rufong Night Market 254
Shilin Night Market 59
martial law 322-4
Martyrs’ Shrine 52
Mataian 178
Matsu 284-91, 284, 12
Beigan 288-90
Nangan 285-8
outer islands 290-1
safe travel 285
Matsu Distillery 287
Matsu Pilgrimage 19, 200-1, 11
Matsu Temple (Lukang) 215
Matsu Temple (Matsu) 286-7
Matsu Temple (Penghu) 293
Matsu Temple (Tainan) 234
measures 365
medical services 379
medical tourism 89
Medicine God Temple 237
Meinong 256-8, 257
memorials, see monuments & memorials
Miaoli County 145-55
Miaoli Wood Sculpture Museum 155
military sites, former
Beihai Tunnel 285-6
Dishan Tunnels 282
Fushan Illuminated Wall 286
Iron Fort 285
Peace Memorial Park 288-9
Siwei Tunnel 284
West Fortress 298
Ming dynasty 316-17
Mingchih Forest Recreation Area 139-40
mining 129
Miuyewan, see Daxi
mobile phones 15, 370-1
money 14, 15, 367, 369-70
monkeys 123, 136, 188, 224-5, 251
monuments & memorials
Chiang Kai-shek Memorial Hall 47, 320
Eternal Spring Shrine 167
Martyrs’ Shrine 52
Memorial Arch to Qiu Liang-Kung’s Mother 277
Shihkung Ancestral Shrine 293
Sun Yat-sen Memorial Hall 54-5
motorcycle travel 374-6
mountain retreats 18
mountaineering 194, see also hiking
MRT (Kaohsiung) 255-6, 376
MRT (Taipei) 91, 106, 376
Mt Taiwu cemetery 282-3
Mt Tsao Moon World 247
MTV houses 85
museums & galleries
Army Museum 50
August 23 Artillery War Museum 282
Beitou Hot Springs Museum 92
Carol Young Clayart Workshop 63
Changhua Arts Museum 213
Checheng Wood Museum 226
Chihsing Tan Katsuho Museum 163
Chunghwa Postal Museum 163
Cochin Ceramic Museum 202-4
Fine Arts Museum 51
Folk Arts Museum 215
Guningtou War Museum 281-2
Huchingtou War Museum 284
Jufen Kite Museum 129
Juming Museum 125
Kaohsiung Museum of Fine Arts 251
Kite Museum 163
Living Museum 293, 295
Miaoli Wood Sculpture Museum 155
Minatures Museum of Taiwan 57
Municipal Glass Museum 145-6
Municipal Image Museum 146
Museum of Contemporary Art Taipei 51
Museum of History 250
Museum of Jade Art 235
Museum of World Religions 107
National Museum of History 50
National Museum of Marine Biology 267
National Museum of Prehistory 185
National Museum of Taiwanese Literature 235-6
National Palace Museum 59-60, 5
National Science & Technology Museum 251
National Taiwan Museum of Fine Arts 197
Puli Wine Museum & Factory 222-3
Saisiyat Folklore Museum 151-2
Shihshang Museum of Archaeology 101
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Nao 135-6
Nangan 285-8, 286
Nankanshen Temple 245
Nanshan 280
Nanzhang 151-2
National Centre of Traditional Arts 134-5
National Concert Hall 47
National parks & forest recreation areas 25, 351
Alishan Forest Recreation Area 205-9
Aowanda National Forest Recreation Area 226, 228
Black-Faced Spoonbill Reserve 243
Chihnan National Forest Recreation Area 177
Chihpen (Zhiben) Forest Recreation Area 198
Dasyueshan Forest Recreation Area 199-202
Dongyanshan Forest Recreation Area 138-9
Ershui Formosan Macaque Nature Preserve 224-5
Fuyuan Forest Recreational Area 178
Guandu Nature Park 102
Guanyu Forest Recreation Area 148-9
Hehuanshan (Hohuanshan) Forest Recreation Area 229
Huisun Forest Reserve 223
Kenting National Park 266-7, 268
Lalashan Forest Reserve 139
Manyueyuan Forest Recreation Area 123
Maolin Recreation Area 259
Mingchih Forest Recreation Area 139-40
Neidong Forest Recreation Area 111-12
northern Taiwan 110
Sheipa National Park 143-5, 143, 5
Shuangliou Forest Recreation Area 270
Siyang Forest Recreation Area 183
Taijiang National Park 242-3
Tainingshan National Forest Recreation Area 140-1
Taroko National Park 164-71, 166
Wuling Forest Recreation Area (Wuling Farm) 141-2, 142
Yangmingshan National Park 94-7, 94
Yushan National Park 192-6, 225, 192, 9
National Science & Technology Museum 251
National Taiwan Museum of Fine Arts 197
National Taiwan Science Education Centre 61
National Theatre 47
National Trail System 27
natural disasters 350-1
New Taipei City 111-23
newspapers 88, 365
night markets 17, 74, 346, 11, see also markets
North Cross-Island Hwy 136-45
northern Taiwan 36, 108-55, 109
accommodation 108
climate 108, 111
food 108
highlights 109
planning 108
travel seasons 108
O
‘O’ Holy Ridge 144, 5
Official God of War Temple 234
opening hours 366
opera, Chinese 84-5
oracle blocks (bwah bwey) 53, 232, 338
organic markets 78
Orthodox Luermen Matsu Temple 245
P
Paochueh Temple 197
parasailing 184
parks & gardens
2-28 Peace Park 45-7
Bitan Park 102
Botanical Gardens 49-50
CKS Shilin Residence Park 59
Da’an Park 49
Danayigu Ecological Park 210
Gold Ecological Park 129-30
Green Island Human Rights Cultural Park 306-7
Jungjeng Park 127
Ma-Kou Ecological Park 140
Peace Memorial Park 288-9
Yeliu Geopark 124-5
Zhishan Cultural & Ecological Garden 61
Zhishan Garden 61
passports 373, see also visas
Penghu 291-301, 292, 11
Mukang (Magong) 293-7
outer islands 300-1
permaculture 353
phonecards 371
photography 65, 370
Pigs of God Festival 122
pilgrimages 337
Pingtian 118-20
Pingtung 264-5
Pingtung County 259-71
Pingxi 117
Pingxi Branch Rail Line 115-18
Pinyin 381-2
planning, see also individual regions
basics 14-15
budgeting 14-15
calendar of events 19-20
internet resources 15
itineraries 21-4
regions 35-7
travel seasons 14-15, 19-20
plants 19, 182, 354-6
Platform of the Three Immortals 173
politics 312-13, 359-61
pollution 379
population 312
public holidays 370
Puli 222-3
Puli Wine Museum & Factory 222-3
Purple Butterfly Valley 259
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Qing dynasty 318
Qingqu, see Cingcyuan
Qinglin Village 281-3
R
radio 88, 365
rafting 179
Raohe St Market 55
Red Pavilion Theatre 41, 45
religion 313, 334-8
remains of the 13 levels 130
reptiles 357
responsible travel 305, 349
river tracing 34, 111
taro ko national park 168-9
wulai 112-13
road conditions 375
road distances 375
road rules 375
rock climbing 130
rock formations (lanyu) 303
rueili (juili) 209-10
rueisui 178-9
ruigang hwy (township road 64) 173
safe travel 29, 370, see also dangers
saisiyat folklore museum 151-2
salmon, formosan landlocked 18, 141-2, 357
sandiaoling waterfall trail 116-17
sandimen 265
sansia (sanxia) 122-3
sanyi 154-5
scooter travel 374-6
scuba diving, see diving & snorkelling
sculpture 125
senior travellers 367
shanlinhsi 227
shanmei 210
shanshou folk culture village 281
shanyuan beach 175
sheipa national park 143-5, 143, 5
sheilin 117
shihkung ancestral shrine 298
shihmen historical battlefield 270
shihsanpeng museum of archaeology 101
shitiping 172-3
shilin 57, 59-63, 77-8, 60
shimen reservoir 137
shitoushan 150-1
shopping
books 87
clothing 86-7
convenience stories 366-7
electronics 87
jade 58, 85
language for 384
tea 87, 119
shrimp fishing 107
shuangliou forest recreation area 270
shui yun waterfall 153
shuishe village 218
shuili 225-6
shuili snake klin 222
shuitou 280-1
siyang forest recreation area 183
sichongsi (szchongshi) hot springs 270
sichuanese food 346
sileng hot spring 140
sixty stone mountain 181
smangus 148
snake alley 50
snakes 358
snorkelling, see diving & snorkelling
snow mountain 144, 5
sokang pagodas 298
south cross-island highway 181-8
southern taiwan 37, 230-71, 231
accommodation 230
clim ate 230
food 230
highlights 231
national parks & forest recreation areas 231-2
planning information 230
travel seasons 230
sport, see individual sports
stinky tofu 345
su ho paper museum 55
suan 135
su-hua highway 135-6
sun moon lake 218-21, 219, 7
sun moon lake national scenic area 218-23
sun yat-sen, dr 319
sun yat-sen memorial hall 54-5, 317
surfing 133
baishawan beach 124
daxi 133
kenting national park 267
wai-ao 134
swimming
beigan 289-90
kenting national park 267
lanyu 303
pinglin 119
taipei 64-5
wulai 112-13
taiji ng national park 242-3
tainan 189
tainan 232-42, 232
accommodation 237, 239
drinking 240-1
food 239-40
sights 233-7
t ravel to/from 242
t ravel within 242
walking tour 238, 238
taipei 35, 40-107, 42
accommodation 40, 66-71
activities 63-5
clim ate 40
clubbing 80, 81
d’aan 41, 49, 72-4
drinking 78-80
eastern taipei city 53-7, 75-7, 56
emergency services 87
entertainment 80-5
festivals 66
food 40, 71-8
highlights 42-3
internet access 87-8
itineraries 21, 49
medical services 88
mrt (mass rapid transit) 91, 376
old town centre 41, 45-50, 71-2, 44
planning 40
shida 41, 49-50, 72-4, 46
shilin 57, 59-63, 77-8, 60
shopping 85-7
sights 41-63
tianmu 57, 59-63, 77-8, 62
tourist offices 89
tours 65-6
travel seasons 40
travel to/from 89-90
travel within 90-1
xinyi 54, 54
zhongshan 50-3, 74-5, 52
taipei 101 building 54, 324
taipe i astronomic al museum 61
tai pei children’s art museum 62-3
taipei contemporary art center 50
taipei county 111-23
taipe i zoo 103
taipingshang national forest recreation area 140-1
taitung 184-8, 186
taiwan folk arts museum 92
taiwan nougat museum 107
taiwan salt museum 243-4
taoism 335
taoshan waterfall 141
taoyuan valley trail 132-3
taro ko gorge 166-7, 4
Taroiko International Marathon 169
Taroiko National Park 36, 164, 166-71, 166
taxi 376
tea 18, 87, 119, 347-8, 8
lei cha (pounded tea) 155
Tao Museum 118
teahouses 79-80, 103-4, 129
telephone services 15, 370-1
temples 339-43
18 Lords Temple 124
Altar of Heaven 236
Anping Matsu Temple 236
arts & architecture 339-43
Bao-an Temple 53
Chaotian Temple 207
Chenghuang Temple 204
Chenlan Temple 200
Chingszu Temple 161
Chungai Chan Temple 221-2
Ciji Temple 245
decoration (jiǎn nián) 341, 343
Dianji Temple 126
Dongyue Temple 234
Fengtian Temple 207
Foguangshan (Kaohsiung) 256
Foguangshan Temple (Keelung) 127
Fushan Temple 128
Fuyou Temple 98
Guandu Temple 101-2
Guangshan Temple 257-8
Hsiangte Temple 168
Huakung Tati Temple 287
Lady Linshui’s Temple 235
Longshan Temple (Danshui) 98
Longshan Temple (Lukang) 215, 6
Longshan Temple (Taipei) 48
Luermen Matsu Temple 245
Matsu Temple (Lukang) 215
Matsu Temple (Matsu) 286-7
Matsu Temple (Penghu) 293
Matsu Temple (Tainan) 234
Medicine God Temple 237
Nankunshen Temple 245
Official God of War Temple 234
Orthodox Luermen Matsu Temple 245
Paochueh Temple 197
Sanlong Temple 263
styles 340
Tien-Ho Temple 45
Tungliang Banyan Tree 298-9
White Horse God Temple 287
Wuchang Temple 225
Wufei Temple 235
Xingtian Temple 53
Yinshan Temple 99
Yuanching Temple 245
Zhan Temple 105
Thao Tribe Annual Harvest Festival 220
theatre 84-5, 105
Tianmu 57, 59-63, 77-8, 62
time 371
tipping 370
Tittot Glass Art Museum 102
toilets 371
totems 281
tourist information 15, 371-2
tours 76, 376-7
boat 218
cycling 32
diving & snorkelling 66, 308, 304
hiking 65-6, 196, 237, 308
Taipei 65-6
Taroiko Gorge 169
train travel 115-16, 148, 206, 224-6, 377-8, 326
to travel to/from Taiwan 373
to travel within Taiwan 374-8
travelers cheques 370
trekking, see hiking
Tunpu, see Dongpu
Turtle Island (Kueishgan Island) 134
turtles 296, 300
TV 365
typhoons 327, 350-1
Welcoming the City God Festival 19
West Fortress 298
western Taiwan 36, 190-229, 191
accommodation 190
climate 190
food 190
highlights 191
national parks & forest recreation areas 191-2
planning information 190
travel seasons 190
travel to/from 192
travel within 192
White Terror 322
wildlife 18, 201-2, 303, 354-8, see also animals, individual species
Wind Lions 281
windsurfing 16, 20, 34, 147-8
Penghu 299
women, Taiwanese 329-30
women travellers 372
women’s health 380
work 372
Wu Bai 332
Wulai 111-15, 112
Wuling Forest Recreation Area (Wuling Farm) 141-2, 142
Wulu 181-2
Xinantai Pagoda 283
WWII 319-20
Xiaotou 119
Xizhou 290
Ximending 41, 45
Xindian 102-3
Xingtian Temple 53
Xinyi 54, 54
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Yami people 301-3, 305
Yangmingshan National Park 94-7, 94
Yeliu Geopark 124-5

Yellow Butterfly Valley 256
Yenliao 131
Yenshui Fireworks Festival 243
Yingge 120-2
Yingge Ceramics Museum 120
Yuli 179-80
Yunlin County 210-18
Yushan National Park 36, 192-6, 225, 192, 9
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Zhiben, see Chihpen
Zhinan Temple 105
Zhishan Cultural & Ecological Garden 61
Zhishan Garden 61
Zhongshan 50-3, 74-5, 52
zoos 103, 146